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ABSTRACT. Credit booms seem to be among the main predictors of financial crises. We find

that, in emerging economies, political booms measured by increases in incumbents’ popularity

are important predictors too, not only of financial crises but of economic crises more generally.

We propose a model in which governments concerned about their reputation and popularity

ride the benefits of credit booms and delay corrective actions to prevent crises. We discuss the

policy implication of the model and the consistency of its testable implications with data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A consistent predictor of a financial crisis is the magnitude of the preceding credit boom.

Schularick and Taylor (2012) constructed a historical database with 14 developed countries

from 1870 to 2008. They show that "credit growth is a powerful predictor of financial crises,

suggesting that such crises are credit booms gone wrong and that policymakers ignore credit

at their peril." Mendoza and Terrones (2012) proposes a methodology to measure credit booms

and to describe their relation with macroeconomic variables. They conclude that "not all credit

booms end in financial crises, but most emerging markets crises were associated with credit

booms" and that "credit booms in emerging economies are often preceded by large capital

inflows but not by financial reforms or productivity gains."
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These findings pose a challenge for the explanation of financial crises. Any reasonable story

about the development of crises has to accommodate their relation with the previous credit

boom. Even though some recent literature, such as Gorton and Ordoñez (2012) and Mendoza

and Bianchi (2012), tackles this challenge, no paper has included yet the potentially critical

role of political economy factors in explaining the link between booms and busts.

Are the incentives for governments to implement policies that prevent crises hindered in

the presence of credit booms? In this paper we show that the increase in popularity and

stability of governments, which we refer as "political booms" hereafter, are good predictors of

financial sudden stops crises, but only in emerging countries. Furthermore, we document that

government’s popularity in advanced economies do not change previous to financial crises.

This cross country heterogeneity provides a unique opportunity to understand why credit

booms affect the probability of financial crises through political variables.

We develop a model of reputation concerned governments that have to decide the imple-

mentation of policies that prevent crises. We show that credit booms diminish the incentives

of governments to impose preventives policies in order to increase their popularity, then gen-

erating the positive relation we observe between credit and political booms and financial

crises.

In the model there are two types of governments. Good governments are more likely to

generate good credit booms, these are improvements in the economy, such as more business

opportunities, productivity growth and less market frictions, that lead to increases in the

need for credit to take advantage of those opportunities. Since good credit booms are self

sustained by fundamentals they are less likely to end up in crises. However, the economy can

also generate bad credit booms, which are fueled by bubbles and speculation and need to be

regulated for them not to end up in financial crises.

We assume both good and bad governments have the ability to observe the type of boom,

while the population cannot. We also assume governments are concerned by the population’s

perception about their type, this is the probability of being a good government, which we refer
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as reputation or popularity hereafter. If governments are perceived to be good, for example,

they may be more likely to be reelected or to maintain power, which is valued by incumbents.

Then, whenever governments observe bad booms, and know it is optimal to regulate them

in order to prevent crises, they also know that by doing so they send a signal that the boom

is bad, and then that it is less likely the government is good. This introduces a trade-off

in the decision of regulating bad booms, which would not exist in the absence of reputation

concerns. At the one had the government prefers to regulate bad booms to avoid costly crises.

On the other hand, by doing so they suffer a loss in reputation.

If reputation concerns are strong or the gains from preventing crises are small, governments

will be less likely to implement policies that end with bad booms. Reputation concerns gen-

erate then a positive correlation between credit booms and political booms and at the same

time a positive correlation between those booms and the proceeding financial crises. When

are reputation concerns strong? This is the case when the relative difference in performance

between good and bad governments is large, or when the election probability highly depends

on the popularity of the government.

Why is are political booms correlated with financial crises in emerging economies and not

in advanced economies? We argue that, as the literature has widely discussed, in emerging

economies the population tends to assign a larger importance to the government in driv-

ing economic performance. This increases the incentives of governments to delay corrective

actions in emerging economies for two reasons. First, it is more likely that a growth in popu-

larity translates into larger chances of being reelected (the elasticity of the election probability

with respect to popularity is large). Second, regardless of the government’s type, economic

performance is critically assigned to governments, which imply that popularity respond a lot

to economic performance (this is the elasticity of popularity with respect to economic perfor-

mance is also large).

These results open important questions in terms of policy implications. In contrast to the

common view that governments’ reputation concerns are positive for economic activity, our
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paper argues these concerns may also have negative effects, increasing the likelihood of fi-

nancial crises. In this paper we focuses on the latter, but it is important to think in both to

have a more complete picture of the effects of reputation concerns on economic performance.

The next section established that political booms are important predictors of financial crises,

complementing credit booms as relevant explanations of the likelihood of such crises. Then

we develop a reputation model that delivers these findings. We describe in detail the evo-

lution of certain cases of financial crises to uncover the reputational mechanism we propose.

Finally we conclude.

2. POLITICAL BOOMS PREDICT ECONOMIC CRISES

This section documents the evolution of political variables before and after financial crises,

with a focus on government popularity. First, we discuss the data and present a new set of

stylized facts: Government popularity increases previous to crises in emerging economies

and decline (or at most remain unchanged) previous to crises in advanced economies. Then,

we show regression results indicating that “political booms” are a good predictor of financial

crises in emerging economies.

2.1. The Data.

2.1.1. Political Booms. To overcome the lack of actual polling data, we use a proxy for govern-

ment popularity, namely the indicator of “government stability”, which is compiled by the

team of analysts of the International Country Risk Guide (ICRG) and managed by the Po-

litical Risk Group.1 Government stability by ICRG is defined as “the government’s ability to

carry out its declared program(s), and its ability to stay in office” (see PRS 2004). The indicator

ranges from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 12 and is one of the 12 subcomponents of the

aggregate ICRG index of political risk. The government stability measure is itself composed
1Any researcher interested in the link between government popularity and economic outcomes is confronted
with a lack of high quality data. In particular, there is no database on political opinion polls that would offer a
satisfactory coverage across countries and years. Instead, there are excellent data for some countries, like the US
and some European countries, but only scattered and unreliable data for most other countries (a good discussion
of these challenges can be found in Duch and Stevenson, 2008).
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of three subcomponents, namely (i) government unity, (ii) legislative strength and (iii) popu-

lar support. The measure can thus be interpreted as a measure capturing shifts in the public

opinion as well as other factors affecting the strength of a government.

The main advantage of using ICRG data is that it offers detailed and comparable measures

of political risk and institutional quality for more than 160 countries going back as far as 1984.

Partly for this reason, the ICRG data has been used in many previous studies.2 Most of these

papers, however, either use the aggregate ICRG index of political risk or extract those sub-

components that capture institutional quality, in particular the indicators on “corruption”,

“risk of expropriation” or “quality of the bureaucracy”. We are not aware of any paper ana-

lyzing the ICRG score on “government stability” in as much detail as we do here.

Since the government stability indicator, in contrast to many other ICRG indicators, show a

large within country variation, with notable shifts within just two or three years, it is a useful

proxy for government popularity, both within and across countries. To benchmark this vari-

able to other widely used measures on government popularity, we collected data on popular

government support from various countries. For the US, we use the widely cited Gallup sur-

vey on presidential approval ratings, for the Bush and Obama administration, respectively

(share of respondents approving). For Germany, we use the weekly survey on likely vote

decisions for major political parties that is conducted by Infratest Dimap. As a measure of

government support, we add the share of potential German voters of those parties in govern-

ment at each point in time.

Figures A1 and A2 in the Appendix compares the trend in government popularity based

on polling data to the monthly ICRG measure over the period 2000 until 2011. As can be

seen, there is a close co-movement between the two variables, both in the US and Germany

(the correlation is 0.85 and 0.55, respectively). The ICRG measure is less volatile, but tracks

2Examples are Knack and Keefer (1997), Hall and Jones (1999), Johnson et al. (1998), Acemoglu et al. (2001), Per-
otti and Van Oijen (2001), Gelos and Wei (2005), Chong and Gradstein (2007), Alfaro et al. (2008), Papaioannou
(2009) and Kesternich and Schnitzer (2010).
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the general trend in government popularity shown by the polling results.3. We therefore con-

clude that the ICRG measure is a good proxy for what we aim to capture, namely changes in

government popularity before and after financial crises.

2.1.2. Financial Crises. We use several data sources to identify events of financial crisis. In a

first step, we focus on particularly severe financial crises in advanced and emerging economies

post-World War II. Specifically, we draw on the sample by Reinhart and Rogoff (2009) and

Reinhart and Reinhart (2010), which includes the Asian Crisis of 1997 (Indonesia, Malaysia,

Philippines, South Korea, Thailand, Hong Kong), other well-known emerging market crises

(Russia 1998, Argentina 2000/2001 and Turkey 2000/2001). For advanced economies, they

include four of the “big five” (Norway 1987, Finland 1991, Sweden 1991, Japan 1992), as well

as the most recent financial crises in the US and Europe (Iceland 2007, Ireland 2007, United

Kingdom 2007, United States 2007, Greece 2008, Portugal 2008 and Spain 2008). This sample

of main financial crises serves as the point of departure to analyze data patterns and to distill

new stylized facts.

In a second step, we broaden the sample for a more systematic assessment. First, we rely

on the widely cited dataset by Leaven and Valencia (2010), covering systemic banking crises

worldwide and back to the 1980s. For another look at crisis events we also use data on sys-

temic sudden stops, as compiled by Calvo et al. (2008) for 108 countries for the period 1990

to 2004. A complete overview of all the crisis events we consider and their starting date is

provided in Table A1 in the Appendix.

2.1.3. Sample: Throughout the analysis, we focus on 22 advanced economies and 40 emerging

economies, a sample which is also used in Mendoza and Terrones (2012). The Appendix

provides a list of countries covered. For these 62 countries we identify 57 banking crises since

the mid-1980s, out of which 37 were experienced by emerging markets (EMEs). Similarly, we

identify 36 sudden stop episodes, out of which 30 were experienced by EMEs.

3A similar association is also found in Argentina . . . (explain the exercise in detail)
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2.2. Stylized Facts on Government Stability Surrounding Crises. This section assesses the

relationship between government stability/popularity and the occurrence of major financial

crises since World War II. We find notable data patterns prior to crisis events.

Figure 1 shows the cumulative change of the government stability index in the five years

prior to the start of a crisis, as identified by Reinhart and Rogoff (2009) and Reinhart and

Reinhart (2010). As can be seen, there is a stark difference between advanced and emerging

economies. Government popularity increased substantially prior to major emerging market

crises, including all countries that went through the Asian crisis, but also prior to the major

crises in Russia and Argentina. On average, the ICRG measure increased by 55.6% in the five

years pre-crisis in emerging economies.

The opposite holds for crises in advanced economies. On average, governments see a no-

table decrease in popular support and their ability to carry out its agenda. This is true for

crises of the late 1980s or early 1990s, but also for the recent crisis events in the UK the US

and peripheral Europe. On average, the ICRG score declined by 21.5 percent in the five years

pre-crisis in advanced economies.

The striking differences between emerging and advanced economies are confirmed by Fig-

ure 2 and 3, which track the average government stability index over time, with 0 marking

the crisis breakout. Figure 2 shows that the score increases roughly from about 6 to nearly 10

in the five years interval before major crises. This 3.5 point increase is statistically significant

and corresponds to nearly two standard deviations of the ICRG score. One can also see that

the 90% confidence bands are rather narrow, indicating that the dynamics are similar across

all EMEs episodes.

Figure 3 shows the opposite trend in advanced economies. On average, the government

stability indicator drops by 2 points in the 5-year interval prior to major crises. The change

is again highly significant and corresponds to a one standard deviation decrease. In contrast

to EMEs, we find that government stability continues to decline notably after the start of the

crisis. Again, the 90% confidence bands indicate that these are general trends in advanced

economies. We can therefore summarize:
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FIGURE 1. Cumulative Change in Government Stability (5 years pre-crisis)
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peripheral Europe. On average, the ICRG score declined by 21.5 percent in the five years pre-
crisis in advanced economies. 
 

Figure 1: Cumulative Change in Government Stability (5 years pre-crisis) 
 

 
The figure shows the cumulative change in the ICRG government stability index in the 5 years 
prior to major financial crises. The sample of events is taken from Reinhart and Rogoff (2009) 
and Reinhart and Reinhart (2010). 

 
The striking differences between emerging and advanced economies are also evident from 
Figure 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows that EMEs see a drastic increase in government stability pre-
crisis. he score increase from about 6 to nearly 10 in the five years interval before major 
crises. This 3.5 point increase is statistically significant and corresponds to nearly two 
standard deviations of the ICRG score. One can also see that the 90% confidence bands are 
rather narrow, indicating that the dynamics are similar across EME episodes. We can 
therefore summarize:  
 
Stylized Fact 1: Emerging economy crises are preceded by a strong increase in government 
support. On average, government stability increases by more than 50% in the five years prior 
to major crisis events. We term this phenomenon as “political booms gone bust”. 
 
Figure 3 shows the opposite trend in advanced economies. On average, the government 
stability indicator drops by 2 points in the 5-year interval prior to major crises. The change is 
again highly significant and corresponds to a one standard deviation decrease. In contrast to 
EMEs, we find that government stability continues to decline notably after the start of the 
crisis. Again, the 90% confidence bands indicate that these are general trends in advanced 
economies. We can therefor summarize: 

Stylized Facts: Emerging economy crises are preceded by a strong increase in government

support. On average, government stability increases by more than 50% in the five years prior

to major crisis events. We term this phenomenon as “political booms”. Advanced economy

crises are preceded by a significant drop in government support. On average, government

stability decreases by more than 20% in the five years prior to major crisis event.

2.3. Government Stability as Predictor of Financial Crises. We next assess the above re-

lationship more systematically, by broadening the sample and by drawing on widely used

crisis datasets. Figures A3 and A4 in the Appendix show that the stylized facts described

above can be confirmed based on a broader sample of crises. Government stability increases
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FIGURE 2. Popularity in EMEs
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Stylized Fact 2: Advanced economy crises are preceded by a significant drop in government 
support. On average, government stability decreases by more than 20% in the five years prior 
to major crisis event. 
 
 

Figure 2: Government Stability in Financial Crises Episodes  
(Emerging Economies) 

 

The figure shows the average change in the ICRG government stability index in the 5 years prior 
and after the start of major financial crises (0 marks the crisis onset). The sample of events in 
emerging economies is taken from Reinhart and Rogoff (2009) and Reinhart and Reinhart (2010). 

 

Figure 3: Government Stability in Financial Crises Episodes  
(Advanced Economies) 

 

The figure shows the average change in the ICRG government stability index in the 5 years prior 
and after the start of major financial crises (0 marks the crisis onset). The sample of events in 
advanced economies is taken from Reinhart and Rogoff (2009) and Reinhart and Reinhart (2010). 
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Stylized Fact 2: Advanced economy crises are preceded by a significant drop in government 
support. On average, government stability decreases by more than 20% in the five years prior 
to major crisis event. 
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emerging economies is taken from Reinhart and Rogoff (2009) and Reinhart and Reinhart (2010). 
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and after the start of major financial crises (0 marks the crisis onset). The sample of events in 
advanced economies is taken from Reinhart and Rogoff (2009) and Reinhart and Reinhart (2010). 
 

 

 

significantly prior to banking crises and sudden stops in emerging markets, but decreases in

the run-up to crises in advanced economies.

In the econometric analysis, we closely follow Schularick and Taylor (2012) who exam-

ine the role of credit booms in predicting banking crises for 14 advanced economies back

to the late 19th century. We estimate Panel OLS and Logit regressions using a binary vari-

able for the start year of banking crises as dependent variable. The key difference of our

approach to that of Schularick and Taylor (2012) is that we focus on “political booms” instead

of “credit booms”. In the baseline equations, we therefore replace their measures of lagged

credit growth and asset growth with our measure on lagged changes in government stabil-

ity. Due to data availability constraints, we focus on a shorter time span, spanning “only”

the last three decades. However, we do broaden the country sample to 62 countries, thereby

including emerging economies.

Our simple forecasting framework uses annual data, and builds one of the following two

reduced form regressions:

Panel OLS (linear probability):

crisisit = �1(L)POPULARITYit + �2(L)Xit + ✓i + eit
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Probit:

probit(crisisit) = �1(L)POPULARITYit + �2(L)Xit + ✓i + eit

where crisisit is a binary variable for the start of a crisis in country i in year t, POPULARITYit

is the continuous ICRG indicator of government stability (year on year change, in percentage

points), L is a lag operator which is greater or equal to one, Xit is a vector of control vari-

ables, ✓i are country fixed effects and eit is an error term. We run this analysis to understand

whether the lag polynomial �1(L), the sum of lagged values of our main variable of interest,

is statistically and economically significant.

2.3.1. Banking Crises: Table 1 shows the results with banking crises as dependent variable (a

binary indicator for the onset of banking crises taken from Leaven and Valencia (2010)) for 57

countries listed in the Appendix since the mid-1980s and using a lag structure of three years.

In the full sample, we do not find significant effects for the lagged changes in government

stability. However, the picture changes once we account for the type of country. We do find

the sum of the lagged coefficients (“political booms”) to have a significant and positive coef-

ficient in the subsample of emerging economies, but not in advanced economies (columns 2

and 3). This is in line with the stylized facts above. A more systematic assessment are the esti-

mates of Columns 4 to 11, which are based on the full sample, but adding interaction terms of

the EME group dummy with lagged values of POPULARITYit. These interaction terms are

highly significant in all specifications. Column 4 is a random effects model, Column 5 adds

country fixed effects and Column 6 has both country and years fixed effects. Columns 7 and

8 show marginal effects of a probit regression with and without country fixed effects.

Quantitatively, the effects are large. In the OLS regressions, the sum of the interaction term

coefficients of EMEi ⇤ (L)POPULARITYit has a value of about 0.04 throughout. The stan-

dard deviation of this measure is 0.93, meaning that a one standard increase in government

popularity in EMEs is associated with an increase in crisis probability of nearly 4 percentage

points. This is a substantial effect, given that the frequency of crises in our sample is at 3.8%

(49 crisis years out of 1,193 observations). We therefore find that a “political boom”, defined
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as a one standard deviation increase in government stability over three years, more than dou-

bles the probability of a banking crisis in emerging markets. The results are qualitatively very

similar when we control for other factors affecting the probability of crises, in particular real

growth, growth in real credit and inflation (Columns 9 to 11).

The relevance of government stability as crisis predictor can be further illustrated by show-

ing a standard diagnostic test for binary event classification, namely the Receiver Operating

Curve (ROC). Figure 4 shows the ROC of our model based on the fixed effects probit regres-

sion of Column 8. Intuitively, the curve shows how the estimated model performs as a crisis

predictor tool compared to tossing a coin. Performance is defined as the ability to correctly

identify positive cases (crisis) and negative cases (non-crisis) over the sample. The x axis

shows the False Positive rate, i.e. the probability of incorrectly diagnosing a crisis if there is

none, against the True Positive rate (y axis) across all possible decision levels. The area under

the curve (AUROC) is a measure of the model’s ability to correctly identify cases and should

range between 0.5 and 1, with higher values indicating better prediction performance. An

AUROC value of 0.5 means that the model performs no better than tossing a coin (45-degree

line), while a value of 1 indicates perfect classification. The estimated AUROC can thus be

tested against the null hypothesis of a 0.5 value (“coin toss”). Figure 5 combines credit and

political booms as crises predictors and the credit booms improves the ROC from 0.67 to 0.76.

Our baseline model with country fixed effects and the lagged interaction term coefficients

EMEi ⇤ (L)POPULARITYit has an AUROC value of 0.67, which is significantly different

from a coin toss model. Notably, we find that this prediction value is similar in size to what

Schularick and Taylor (2012) report for their baseline model of lagged credit growth. This

is confirmed once we replace our government stability variable with a standard measure of

credit growth across countries (private credit to GDP in %, taken from World Bank 2012).

A model that only includes lagged credit growth shows an AUROC value of 0.7, which is

similar to our baseline model with government stability (both estimated with country FE).

Surprisingly, we find other macroeconomic variables to perform worse. Models with lagged

values of real growth, inflation or reserves to imports show AUROC values of less than 0.6.
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If we take these results at face value, government popularity seems to be as useful to pre-

dict banking crisis as is aggregate credit growth. Moreover, the political measure seems to

outperform the performance of standard macroeconomic variables, such as economic growth

or inflation. Interestingly, the best performing model is one that accounts for credit growth

and changes in government popularity, i.e. including lagged values of both sets of variables.

The resulting curve is shown in Figure 5, with an AUROC of 0.76. We conclude that political

variables can be very informative for predicting banking crises, in particular in combination

with additional, better-known predictors of crises.

FIGURE 4. Political Boom as Crises Predictor
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Figure 4: Government Stability as Crisis Predictor 

 

Figure 5: Government Stability and Credit as Crisis Predictor(s)

 

Sudden Stops: As a next step, we test the relevance of political factors in predicting systemic 
sudden stops. We follow the exact same procedure as above, but replace the dependent 
variable with the sudden stop measure compiled by Calvo et al. (2008). Table 2 shows the 
results, which confirm that government stability is a statistically significant predictor of 
crises. Quantitatively, the effects are again large. Based on the results of Column 5, a one 
standard deviation increase in the growth of government stability is associated with a 5.5 
percentage point increase in crisis probability over a three-year span. The ROC, however, 
shows a worse performance than with regard to banking crises. Overall, however, the results 
confirm our previous findings and indicate that political factors can be useful for crisis 
prediction in emerging markets.  
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2.3.2. Sudden Stops: As a next step, we test the relevance of political factors in predicting sys-

temic sudden stops. We follow the exact same procedure as above, but replace the dependent

variable with the sudden stop measure compiled by Calvo et al. (2008), for 36 countries,

which are listed in the Appendix, since 1990s. Table 2 shows the results, which confirm that
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FIGURE 5. Political and Credit Booms as Crises Predictors
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Figure 4: Government Stability as Crisis Predictor 
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government stability is a statistically significant predictor of crises. Quantitatively, the ef-

fects are again large. Based on the results of Column 5, a one standard deviation increase in

the growth of government stability is associated with a 5.5 percentage point increase in cri-

sis probability over a three-year span. The ROC, however, shows a worse performance than

with regard to banking crises. Overall, however, the results confirm our previous findings

and indicate that political factors can be useful for crisis prediction in emerging markets.

3. THE MODEL

The economy is composed by households and a government that generates a credit boom.

The boom can be good g or bad b. A good boom is one that is self-sustained by an increase in

productivity, and never ends in crisis. A bad boom is one self-sustained by speculation and

then subject to a collapse, then it ends in crisis with probability q. This implies that, if the

boom is good, it is optimal for the government not to eliminate it (this is the optimal policy is
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regulation, i.e. ĝ). If the boom is bad, the optimal policy for the government is to regulate (ˆb)

and to eliminate the boom to avoid the potential crisis.

There are two types of governments/politicians: Good G (with an initial probability �0) and

Bad B. We assume that the government knows his own type and that type does not change

over time. Good government generate a good credit boom more likely than bad governments,

more specifically:

pG ⌘ Pr(g|G) >
1

2

> pB ⌘ Pr(g|B)

Furthermore, can the good government always act optimally (always eliminates a bad

boom).4 The government payoff depends on its reputation level � and a policy reward pa-

rameter ⇢. The reputation level � is the probability that households assign to the government

being good Pr(G) Payoffs are increasing in reputation. The reward parameter ⇢ is received

by the government when regulating consistently with the true state of the world and it ob-

tains zero otherwise.5 The government payoff is also a function of a continuation value V (�0
),

where V (.) is a continuous and strictly increasing function of the updated reputation �0. This

update depends on the current reputation � and on the regulation endeavored by the govern-

ment (ĝ or ˆb). In particular, government payoffs in case of facing a good boom g are

V (�, g) = max

�B(.|g)

n

W (�) + �B(ĝ|g)[⇢+ �V (�ĝ)] + �B(
ˆb|g)�V (�b̂)

o

,

and government payoffs after a bad boom, b are,

V (�, b) = max

�B(.|b)

n

W (�) + �B(ĝ|b)�V (�ĝ) + �B(
ˆb|b)[⇢+ �V (�b̂)]

o

.

where W (�) are the current gains for the government from holding a reputation �.

4For expositional reasons we assume the good governments always regulate optimally. Assuming they can
decide whether to regulate or not may create multiple equilibria. However to take the optimal action is an
evolutionary stable strategy for good governments. See fule99. We could also justify this assumption imposing
that good governments face large costs from crises.
5This can be thought as a level of altruism or as a gain from adopting an optimal policy, for example in terms of
votes or tax incomes.
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Households just update their beliefs about the government type by observing their action

and posterior result in terms of crises.

Here we focus on a single period model. The timing of the game is the following: Nature

draws the government type. Then the government induces a boom and nature draws the

type of boom, which is a function of the government’s type. Then the government decides

the degree of regulation, ĝ or ˆb. Finally households observe the regulation and posterior crisis

or not, and update their beliefs about the government type. Elections happen.

This simpler, single period, version contains the important forces that drive most of the

results of this paper. We also simplify the one period payoff assuming W (�0
) = �0 and � = 1.

Strategies are given by �B(r̂|s), where r̂ = {ĝ,ˆb}. These strategies may end up in a crisis, or

not, cr 2 {C,NC}. Hence, a government with a reputation � at the beginning of the period

has a payoff

(1) u(�B(.|g)) = �B(ĝ|g)[⇢+ �ĝ] + �B(
ˆb|g)�b̂

(2) u(�B(.|b)) = �B(ĝ|b)[(1� q)�ĝ,NC + q�ĝ,C ] + �B(
ˆb|b)[⇢+ �b̂]

Define states as s = {b, g}, regulation actions as r = {ˆb, ĝ} and crisis events as cr = {C,NC}.

Now, we can define the equilibrium in this one period version of the model.

Definition 1. A Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium in a one-period model consists on regulation strategies

for the bad government �B = {�B(.|g), �B(.|b)} and updated government reputation �0
(�|r, cr) such

that,

1. The bad government maximizes utility

u(�B|�, g) � u(�0
B|�, g) and u(�B|�, b) � u(�0

B|�, b) for all �0
B

2. Bayes rule is used to update the government’s reputation, where �r,cr is the updated probability

the government is good conditional on the prior � and observing regulation ad then no crisis (ˆb), no

regulation and crisis (ĝ, NC or no regulation and crisis (ĝ, C).
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(3) �b̂ =
(1� pG)�

(1� pG)�+ (1� �B(ĝ|g)pB � �B(ĝ|b)(1� pB))(1� �)
.

(4) �ĝ,NC =

pG�

pG�+ (�B(ĝ|g)pB + �B(ĝ|b)(1� pB)(1� q))(1� �)
.

(5) �0
(�|ĝ, C) = �ĝ,C = 0.

such that

(6) E(�ĝ|g) = �ĝ,NC

(7) E(�ĝ|b) = (1� q)�ĝ,NC

where E(�ĝ|s) is the reputation governments expect to obtain from choosing ĝ when the true state is s.

3. Households’ beliefs about government strategies �B are correct.

First, we solve the model when ⇢ = 0. In this case the government payoff is just its repu-

tation, so there is no incentive to eliminate crises or maintain booms. There is a unique equi-

librium outcome in which households do not learn any information about the government

type.

In particular, the next proposition shows the government does not regulate when the boom

is good, since its meet the household expectation and delivers a high reputation in expecta-

tion. However, if the boom is bad he randomizes between regulating or not, then generating

crisis with positive probability.

Lemma 1. In any equilibrium E(�ĝ|g) � �b̂ � E(�ĝ|b).

Proof Suppose that E(�ĝ|b) > �b̂, then the best reply to the bad government is to never

regulate, �B(ĝ|g) = �B(ĝ|b) = 1. However, if the bad government never regulates, then any
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regulation is assigned to the good government, consequently E(�ĝ|b) < �b̂ = 1, a contradic-

tion.

Suppose in contrast that E(�ĝ|g) < �b̂, then the best reply to the bad government is to

regulate always, �B(ĝ|g) = �B(ĝ|b) = 0. However, if the bad government always regulate,

then any lack of regulation is assigned to the good government, consequently E(�ĝ|g) = 1 >

�b̂ = 1, a contradiction. Q.E.D.

Lemma 2. In any equilibrium E(�ĝ|g) > �b̂ and then �B(ĝ|g) = 1.

Proof If E(�ĝ|g) = �b̂, equations (8) and (9) are both positive (recall E(�ĝ|g) > E(�ĝ|b)).

Hence �B(ĝ|g) = 1 and �B(ĝ|b) = 0. >From equations (3)-(7), these strategies imply E(�ĝ|g) >

�b̂, a contradiction.

If E(�ĝ|g) < �b̂, equation (9) is positive. Hence �B(ĝ|b) = 0. If (8) is positive �B(ĝ|g) = 1.

Again, from equations (3)-(7), these strategies imply that E(�ĝ|g) > �b̂, which is a contradic-

tion. If (8) is negative, �B(ĝ|g) = 0. In this case the bad government always regulate (ˆb), which

means that, if households do not observe regulation (ĝ) believes for sure the government is

good. Hence E(�ĝ|g) = 1, which is a contradiction. If (8) is zero �B(ĝ|g) 2 [0, 1], which implies

E(�ĝ|g) > �b̂, a contradiction.

Since this proves that �B(ĝ|g) = 1, for simplicity, in what follows we denote �B(ĝ|b) simply

as �. Q.E.D.

Proposition 1. If ⇢ = 0, for all � 2 (0, 1), there is an unique equilibrium outcome, E�ĝ = �b̂. There

are multiple strategies �B that implement this outcome.

Proof The bad government always regulated under bad booms (this is �B(ĝ|b) = 0) if �b̂ �

E(�ĝ|b), which is always the case, for example, if pG < pB
1�qpB
1�q .

In case this condition does not hold, the only equilibrium is now where �B(ĝ|g) = 1 and

�B(ĝ|b) is determined by solving �B(ĝ|b) such that �b̂ = E(�ĝ|b). Since �B(ĝ|g) = 1, denote
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�B(ĝ|b) just as �, then � solves the indifference condition between not regulation and regula-

tion, that is:

(1� q)pG�

pG�+ (pB + �(1� pB)(1� q))(1� �)
=

(1� pG)�

(1� pG)�+ (1� pB � �(1� pB))(1� �)

Hence,

� = pG



1� (1� pG)

(1� q)(1� pB)

✓

pB
pG

� q
�

1� �

◆�

Q.E.D.

Now we introduce the gins from following the right regulatory policy ⇢.

Proposition 2. Suppose ⇢ > 0

Denote �B(ĝ|b) just as �. The unique equilibrium is such that �B(ĝ|g) = 1 and,

• If ⇢ � ⇢0, then � = 0.

• If ⇢ < ⇢0, then � 2 (0, 1).

where ⇢0 = [(1� q)�ĝ|�=0 � �b̂|�=0], based on equations (3) and (4)

Proof We now write the gains from enacting the correct policy. If the government observes

a good boom, from equation (1) the net expected profits from not regulation are,

(8) ⇢+ [E(�ĝ|g)� �b̂]

Contrarily, if the government observes a bad boom, from equation (2) the net expected profits

from regulating are,

(9) ⇢+ [�b̂ � E(�ĝ|b)]

The term with ⇢ represents the expected gains from acting optimally, which are always

positive (since ⇢ > 0). Hence, without reputation concerns, the government would always

choose to regulate optimally. The term proportional to  represents the expected reputational

losses from regulating and revealing the government is more likely to be a bad one.
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• If (9) is negative �B(ĝ|b) = 1. Again, from equations (3)-(7), these strategies imply

E(�ĝ|g) < �b̂ = 1, which is a contradiction.

• If (9) is positive, �B(ĝ|b) = 0, and this is an equilibrium when (9) is positive, which

occurs when ⇢ is big enough, in particular.

⇢ > ⇢0 = [(1� q)�ĝ,NC(� = 0)� �b̂(� = 0)],

• If (9) is zero, �⇤ 2 [0, 1] is an equilibrium if:

(10) ⇢ = [(1� q)�ĝ,NC(�
⇤
)� �b̂(�

⇤
)],

Hence, the crisis probability �⇤, is determined by the net expected costs of regulation, (the

opposite to equation 9)

(11) Z(�⇤
) = (1� q)�ĝ,NC(�

⇤
)� �b̂(�

⇤
)� ⇢


= 0

a) @Z(�)
@� < 0. This is because @�ĝ,NC(�)

@� < 0 and @�b̂(�)

@� > 0.

b) For ⇢ = 0, (and in general for low enough ⇢), Z(0) > 0 when (1�q)�ĝ,NC(0) > �b̂(0), while

Z(1) < 0 (since �b̂(1) = 1). This guarantees a well-defined unique value of the probability of

no regulation under a bad boom � 2 [0, 1). Q.E.D.

The next Proposition characterizes how the crisis probability (this is the probability q� of

not regulating in case of a bad boom and inducing a crisis) decreases with the reward from

regulating consistently with the true state and increases with how good the good government

is in generating good booms.

Proposition 3. Crisis probabilities defined by Pr(crisis) = q�,

(1) decrease with the relative reward from regulating optimally, (that is @�
@(⇢/) < 0).

(2) increase with the relative performance of good governments, (that is @�
@pG

> 0).

(3) q

(4) pB

(5) �
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Proof

1) @�
@(⇢/) < 0. From equation (11), @Z(�)

@(⇢/) = �1 < 0.

2) @�
@pG

> 0. From equation (11),

@Z(�)

@pG
=

@(1� q)�ĝ,NC

@pG
� @�b̂

@pG
> 0,

since it is straightforward to show,

@�ĝ,NC

@pG
� @�b̂

@pG
= �(1� �)



(1� q)A

[pG�+ A(1� �)]2
+

(1� �)(1� pB)

[(1� pG)�+ (1� �)(1� pB)(1� �)]2

�

> 0

where

A = pB + �(1� pB)(1� q)

Q.E.D.

From Proposition 3 it is clear that changes in ⇢/ and pG will affect the equilibrium out-

come. On the one hand, when ⇢/ increases the expected gain from avoiding crises increases

as well, so the government is more likely to regulate when booms are bad.

On the other hand, when pG increases, the loss in reputation after a signal that the govern-

ment regulates, and then the boom is bad, so the government is more inclined to refrain from

regulating.

Figure 6 shows the function Z(�) representing the expected net benefits from avoid regulation

(ĝ) when the signal is a bad credit boom (b). Hence the Figure shows how � is determined

(since governments should be indifferent between regulating ˆb or not in equilibrium) and how

the bad government strategies change with ⇢/ and pG.
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FIGURE 6. The Effect of ⇢/ and pG on crisis probabilities �U(ĝ|b)
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4. ROBUSTNESS

5. CONCLUSIONS

The increase in the popularity of governments is a good predictor of banking and sud-

den stop crises in emerging countries. As shown by recent literature credit booms is also a

good predictor of financial crises. We argue the concern for such popularity, which is more

prevailing in emerging countries, lead governments to avoid the implementation of policies

that eliminate credit booms that are sustained in bubbles and speculation, and then allow for

financial crises to arise more likely.

In our view, the strong correlation between credit booms and posterior crises are partly

driven by governments not acting to eliminate crises when booms are bad to preserve or

increase their popularity. A testable implication of such a theory is that we should observe a

strong correlation between popularity increase and posterior crises, which is exactly what we

document in this paper.

Several questions remain open. Does it make a difference on the likelihood of crises whether

crises occur close or far ahead from elections? What if governments also have limitations to

identify tether a boom is good or bad? What measures allow to exploit the positive effects of

the government’s reputation concerns and reduce its negative effects?
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6. APPENDIX

Sample of Advanced Economies: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland,

France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,

Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States

Sample of Emerging Economies: Algeria, Argentina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Chile, China, Colom-

bia, Costa Rica, Cote d’Ivoire, Czech Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, Estonia, Hong Kong, Hun-

gary, India, Indonesia, Israel, Jordan, Latvia, Lithuania, Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria,

Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Romania, Russia, Singapore, Slovak Republic, Slovenia,

South Africa, South Korea, Thailand, Turkey, Uruguay, Venezuela
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TABLE 1. Political Booms, Banking Crises

8 
!

Table 1: Financial Crisis Prediction Part I: Banking Crises 

The dependent variable is a binary indicator for the onset of banking crises taken from Leaven 
and Valencia (2010). The list of 57 crisis events since the mid-1980s is shown in Table A1 in 
the Appendix. Our main explanatory variable is the change in government stability as 
measured by the continuous ICRG indicator (year on year change, in percentage points) 
interacted with a dummy for emerging economies. All regressions include country fixed 
effects (except columns 4 and 7) and robust standard errors (the results are similar when 
clustering on country). Significance levels denoted by *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10.   
 

 

 

 

 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

Full 
Sample

Advanced 
Economies 

Only

Emerging 
Economies         

Only

Random 
Effects 
Panel 

(Interact.)

Fixed 
Effects 
Panel 

(Interact.)

Country & 
Year FE

Probit 
(pooled)

Probit          
with   

Country FE 

FE Panel 
with        

Credit 
growth

FE Panel 
with            
Real 

growth 

FE Panel 
with  

Inflation 
(log)

coef/se coef/se coef/se coef/se coef/se coef/se marg. eff./se marg. eff./se coef/se coef/se coef/se

Country FE Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE No No No No No Yes No No No No No

0.009* -0.008 0.017*** -0.008 -0.008 -0.016 -0.007 -0.009 -0.010 -0.008 -0.013
(0.005) (0.010) (0.006) (0.010) (0.010) (0.011) (0.008) (0.009) (0.011) (0.010) (0.010)
-0.007* -0.002 -0.009 -0.002 -0.002 -0.005 -0.003 -0.004 0.001 -0.002 -0.005
(0.004) (0.007) (0.005) (0.007) (0.007) (0.008) (0.007) (0.008) (0.007) (0.007) (0.008)
0.004 -0.010** 0.010* -0.010** -0.010** -0.007 -0.011** -0.015** -0.010* -0.011** -0.010*

(0.004) (0.005) (0.006) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.006) (0.006) (0.005) (0.006)
-0.003 -0.006
(0.007) (0.011)
0.025** 0.025** 0.028** 0.023** 0.030*** 0.029** 0.026** 0.030**
(0.012) (0.012) (0.013) (0.009) (0.011) (0.013) (0.012) (0.012)
-0.006 -0.006 -0.002 -0.006 -0.006 -0.010 -0.006 -0.001
(0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.010) (0.009) (0.009) (0.010)

0.021*** 0.020*** 0.016** 0.021*** 0.028*** 0.018** 0.020*** 0.023***
(0.008) (0.008) (0.007) (0.007) (0.008) (0.008) (0.007) (0.008)

0.003***
(0.001)
0.000

(0.001)
0.002

(0.001)
-0.002
(0.001)
0.001

(0.001)
0.002*
(0.001)

0.006
(0.007)
0.005

(0.008)
-0.011
(0.008)

Observations 1,278 484 794 1,278 1,278 1,278 1,278 943 1,165 1,272 1,107
R2 0.005 0.005 0.017 0.012 0.109 0.027 0.015 0.014
Adjusted R2 0.002 -0.001 0.013 0.007 0.089 0.036 0.059 0.020 0.008 0.006

Real growth                
(yoy, in %, lag 3)
Inflation                     
(yoy, in %, lag 1)
Inflation                     
(yoy, in %, lag 2)
Inflation                     
(yoy, in %, lag 3)

ΔPrivate credit to GDP 
(change yoy, in %, lag 1)
ΔPrivate credit to GDP 
(change yoy, in %, lag 2)
ΔPrivate credit to GDP 
(change yoy, in %, lag 3)
Real growth                
(yoy, in %, lag 1)
Real growth                
(yoy, in %, lag 2)

Interaction ΔGovStab & 
EME Dummy (lag 3)

ΔGovernment Stability 
(yoy change in %, lag 1)

ΔGovernment Stability 
(yoy  change in %, lag 2)

ΔGovernment Stability 
(yoy  change in %, lag 3)
Emerging Market 
(Dummy)
Interaction ΔGovStab & 
EME Dummy (lag 1)

Interaction ΔGovStab & 
EME Dummy (lag 2)
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TABLE 2. Political Booms, Sudden Stops

10 
!

Table 2: Financial Crisis Prediction Part II: Sudden Stops 

The dependent variable is a binary indicator for the onset of systemic sudden stops (sss-
events) taken from Calvo et al. (2008). The list of 36 sudden stop events since 1990 is shown 
in Table A1 in the Appendix. Our main explanatory variable is the change in government 
stability as measured by the continuous ICRG indicator (year on year change, in percentage 
points) interacted with a dummy for emerging economies. All regressions include country 
fixed effects (except columns 4 and 7) and robust standard errors (the results are similar when 
clustering on country). Significance levels denoted by *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10.   
 

 

 

 

 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

Full 
Sample

Advanced 
Economies 

Only

Emerging 
Economies         

Only

Random 
Effects 
Panel 

(Interact.)

Fixed 
Effects 
Panel 

(Interact.)

Country 
& Year 

FE

Probit 
(pooled)

Probit          
with   

Country 
FE 

FE Panel 
with        

Credit 
growth

FE Panel 
with            
Real 

growth 

FE Panel 
with  

Inflation 
(log)

coef/se coef/se coef/se coef/se coef/se coef/se marg. eff./semarg. eff./se coef/se coef/se coef/se
Country FE Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year FE No No No No No Yes No No No No No

0.005 -0.006 0.010* -0.006 -0.006 -0.018** -0.010 -0.025 -0.005 -0.006 -0.005
(0.004) (0.005) (0.006) (0.005) (0.005) (0.007) (0.007) (0.017) (0.005) (0.005) (0.006)
0.005 -0.005 0.010** -0.006 -0.005 -0.014* -0.010 -0.031* -0.006 -0.006 -0.005

(0.004) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.007) (0.007) (0.016) (0.006) (0.005) (0.006)
0.008** -0.009 0.016*** -0.008 -0.009 -0.011 -0.014** -0.045** -0.009 -0.010* -0.009
(0.004) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.007) (0.006) (0.018) (0.007) (0.005) (0.006)

0.017** 0.017**
(0.007) (0.008)
0.016** 0.016** 0.018** 0.015** 0.038** 0.016** 0.016** 0.009
(0.008) (0.008) (0.009) (0.007) (0.018) (0.008) (0.008) (0.009)
0.016** 0.016** 0.017** 0.016** 0.043** 0.016** 0.016** 0.015*
(0.007) (0.007) (0.008) (0.007) (0.017) (0.008) (0.007) (0.008)

0.025*** 0.025*** 0.025*** 0.024*** 0.066*** 0.024*** 0.026*** 0.024***
(0.007) (0.007) (0.008) (0.007) (0.019) (0.008) (0.007) (0.008)

0.001*
(0.001)
0.001

(0.001)
0.000

(0.001)
0.001

(0.001)
0.001

(0.001)
0.002

(0.002)
0.007

(0.005)
0.006

(0.006)
Inflation                     0.004

Observations 1,204 436 768 1,204 1,204 1,204 1,204 560 1,114 1,198 1,043
R2 0.006 0.013 0.022 0.020 0.091 0.025 0.026 0.025
Adjusted R2 0.004 0.006 0.018 0.015 0.071 0.097 0.117 0.017 0.018 0.016

Real growth                
(yoy, in %, lag 3)
Inflation                     
(yoy, in %, lag 1)
Inflation                     
(yoy, in %, lag 2)

ΔPrivate credit to GDP 
(change yoy, in %, lag 1)
ΔPrivate credit to GDP 
(change yoy, in %, lag 2)
ΔPrivate credit to GDP 
(change yoy, in %, lag 3)
Real growth                
(yoy, in %, lag 1)
Real growth                
(yoy, in %, lag 2)

Interaction ΔGovStab & 
EME Dummy (lag 3)

ΔGovernment Stability 
(yoy change in %, lag 1)

ΔGovernment Stability 
(yoy  change in %, lag 2)

ΔGovernment Stability 
(yoy  change in %, lag 3)
Emerging Market 
(Dummy)

Interaction ΔGovStab & 
EME Dummy (lag 1)

Interaction ΔGovStab & 
EME Dummy (lag 2)
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TABLE A.1. Sample of Crises
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Table A1: Overview of Crisis Events 

 

Emerging Economies Emerging Economies Emerging Economies
Hong Kong 1997 Costa Rica 1987 Argentina 1995
Indonesia 1997 Argentina 1989 Argentina 1999
Malaysia 1997 Jordan 1989 Brazil 1995
Philippines 1997 Algeria 1990 Brazil 1998
South Korea 1997 Brazil 1990 Bulgaria 1995
Thailand 1997 Romania 1990 Chile 1995
Russia 1998 Hungary 1991 Colombia 1997
Argentina 2000 Nigeria 1991 Costa Rica 1998
Turkey 2000 Estonia 1992 Ecuador 1995

Poland 1992 Ecuador 1999
Advanced Economies Slovenia 1992 Estonia 1998

Norway 1987 India 1993 Hong Kong 1998
Finland 1991 Costa Rica 1994 Indonesia 1997
Sweden 1991 Mexico 1994 Jordan 1994
Japan 1992 Venezuela 1994 Jordan 1998
Iceland 2007 Argentina 1995 Latvia 1999
Ireland 2007 Latvia 1995 Lithuania 1999
United Kingdom 2007 Lithuania 1995 Malaysia 1994
United States 2007 Bulgaria 1996 Mexico 1994
Greece 2008 Czech Rep. 1996 Pakistan 1995
Portugal 2008 Indonesia 1997 Peru 1997
Spain 2008 Malaysia 1997 Philippines 1995

Philippines 1997 Poland 1999
South Korea 1997 Slovak Rep. 1997
Thailand 1997 Slovenia 1998
China 1998 South Korea 1997
Colombia 1998 Thailand 1996
Ecuador 1998 Turkey 1994
Russia 1998 Turkey 1998
Slovak Rep. 1998 Uruguay 1999
Turkey 2000
Argentina 2001 Advanced Economies
Uruguay 2002 Austria 1992
Hungary 2008 France 1992
Latvia 2008 Greece 1992
Russia 2008 Portugal 1992
Slovenia 2008 Spain 1992

Sweden 1992
Advanced Economies

United States 1988
Finland 1991
Norway 1991
Sweden 1991
Japan 1997
United Kingdom 2007
United States 2007
Austria 2008
Belgium 2008
Denmark 2008
France 2008
Germany 2008
Greece 2008
Iceland 2008
Ireland 2008
Netherlands 2008
Portugal 2008
Spain 2008
Sweden 2008
Switzerland 2008

Main Crises Banking Crises Sudden Stops
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FIGURE A.1. ICRG Government Stability Index and Opinion Poll Data in the US
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Appendix 

 

Figure A2: ICRG Government Stability Index and Opinion Poll Data in the US 

 

 

Figure A2: ICRG Government Stability Index and Opinion Poll Data in Germany 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE A.2. ICRG Government Stability Index and Opinion Poll Data in Germany
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Appendix 

 

Figure A2: ICRG Government Stability Index and Opinion Poll Data in the US 

 

 

Figure A2: ICRG Government Stability Index and Opinion Poll Data in Germany 
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FIGURE A.3. Government Stability in Banking Crises
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Figure A3: Government Stability in Banking Crisis Episodes 

 

Data Source on Banking Crises: Leaven and Valencia (2010),  

 

Figure A4: Government Stability in Sudden Stop Episodes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE A.4. Government Stability in Sudden Stops
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Figure A3: Government Stability in Banking Crisis Episodes 

 

Data Source on Banking Crises: Leaven and Valencia (2010),  

 

Figure A4: Government Stability in Sudden Stop Episodes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


